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ABSTRACT 
Error estimates valid for all t >I 0 for the semi-discrete Galerkin approximation of a parabolic 
mixed boundary-initial value problem are presented. The solution of the resulting system of 
ordinary differential equations by implicit Runge-Kutta formulae of arbitrarily high order of 
accuracy, are discussed. Strongly A-stable methods are found to be advantageous. 
Theoretical and experimental results for the solution of the resulting system of algebraic equa- 
tions, using a preconditioned outer iteration scheme are discussed. Even the inner linear alge- 
braic equations are preferably solved by iteration. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The numerical solution of mixed initial boundary- 
value parabolic and hyperbolic problems 
aiu(t) +£u=f ,  t>0,  
at i 
u(x,0~ = u0(x ), xe~cR n, 
where i = 1, 2, respectively and £ is an elliptic oper- 
ator with appropriate boUndary conditions, using 
finite element approximation i the space variables 
x, has attracted much research recently. See, for 
instance, [1]-  [151. 
In these papers a common approach is to discretize 
the elliptic operator £ (of 2m th order) by the Ritz- 
Galerkin projection operator, corresponding to some 
finite dimensional subspace Sh C Hm(~2), where 
I-Im(f~) is the usual Sobolev space. 
The resulting semi-discrete Galerkin approximation 
is thus the solution of a (large) system of ordinary 
differential equations, 
diuh(t) 
B h + A h Uh(t ) = fh(t), t > 0, (1.1) 
dt i 
where B h and Ah are the mass- and stiffness-finite 
dement matrices, respectively (see for example, 
Strung and Fix [11], and u h (later denoted by U) is 
the approximation of  u. This system of differential 
equations is very stiff (see, for example, Gear [16]), 
since the spectral condition number of Bh -IAh is 
of order 0(h-2m), where h is the discretization para- 
meter ~size of the finite dements; see, for example, 
Descloux [17] and Fried [18]). In this paper we will 
only treat parabolic problems (i _- 1) for a second- 
order elliptic operator £ (m = 1). 
It is well known that in a parabolic problem there 
is built in an exponentially-smoothing property. For 
t ~ 0 the solutions are thus even infinitely differ- 
entiabh, if f, the boundary and the boundary con- 
ditions are smooth enough. 
In the error analysis made in some of the above- 
mentioned papers, also the initial function u 0 is 
assumed to be very smooth, however, in order to 
derive high-order error estimates, for the semi-dis- 
crete approximation valid for all t ~ 0. Typically, in 
a Dirichlet boundary value problem, the assumption 
made (see, for example, Zl~mal [13], is 
£[(s-1)/2]u0(x ) = 0, x e a~2, in order to prove that 
u(x,t) e ns(~2), and thus that I lu(. ,t)-  Uh(t ) II=0(hS). 
Here s is a non-negative integer (cf. Bramble and 
Thom6e [9]). 
This assumption is similar to that, made in finite 
difference approximations, where it is supposed that 
u(x,t) is sufficiently differentiable (see, for example, 
Richtmyer and Morton [19]). The corresponding 
semi-discrete f'mite difference approximation to (1.1), 
where then B h often is the identity matrix, is called 
the method of lines in the Russian literature (see, for 
example, Berezin and Zhidkov [20] and Budak [21]). 
The semi-discrete Galerkin method can be seen as a 
generalization of the method of lines. 
Although this paper does not deal with finite differ- 
ence techniques it is thus clear that the ideas used 
here can be applied to difference methods as well 
with only minor changes. 
In practice, the above assumed smoothness i  not 
satisfied [not even u0(x ) = 0, x e af2]. In Blair [22] 
and Miller [23], [24], it is however shown that for 
the non-homogeneous equation (1.1), for t ~ 0, there 
is valid an error estimate 
Ilu(t) -Uh(t ) l id C e(Sh) [ II u 0 II/t+ (1 +log t + 
llog e (Sh) I) II f II] (**) (1.2) 
(**) Throughout this paper, C denotes a generic pos- 
itive number, not necessarily the same each time 
it occurs. 
(*) Data Handling Division, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland 
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ff the operator £ has numerical range (£u, u), (u,u)= 
1, in a sector 0~arc  (z) ~ 1/2 zr- ¢, 0 <¢<1/2zr ,  
in the complex plane. That error estimate is thus 
valid even for not necessarily self-adjoint operators 
£. Their method of proof is by the Dunford-Taylor 
(L e. Cauchy integral) formula for e - t£,  valid for 
"sectorial operators" or "generators of analytic semi- 
groups" (see, for example, Kato [25]). Further, in 
the formula (1.2), e(Sh) is the operator norm of the 
error of the elliptic projection (of £) on Sh. 
In this paper a uniform error estimate 0(h2p/3-6) 
is derived, where ~ > 0, and p = 1 for linear ele- 
ments and p = 2 for higher-order elements, for the 
mixed boundary value problem, valid for all t I> 0, 
if u 0 e H3/2(~2) and will thus complete the estimate 
by Blair and Miller. The estimate in this paper is bas- 
ed on energy considerations and the expansion of u 0 
in eigenfunctions of £, and is partly valid only for 
self-adjoint operators. The technique is that of [9] 
and [15]. In the latter paper, among other things, 
an error estimate for Dirichlet boundary conditions, 
l iu(t) -Uh(t) i i~ChSi iu0i l  s, 0~s~p+l ,  
is derived for t 1> 0, assuming Uh(0 ) = P0u0 , the L 2 
projection of u 0 into S h. 
For a Dirichlet boundary condition problem, in 
practice, we cannot assume more smoothness than 
possibly u 0 e HS(~), s< 1/2, however. 
For the numerical solution of the semi-discrete 
equations, the trapezoidal (Crank-Nicolson) method 
has been mostly used (see, for example, [6]). How- 
ever, because of the unboundedness of the spectrum 
of £ with h --> 0, such a formula, (which corres- 
ponds to a diagonal Pad6 rational approximation 
r(X) of exp (-X) }, will not damp out the com- 
ponents of the higher-order eigenfunctions of £ fast 
enough, unless k/h 2 is bounded a~d small enough. 
Here k is the step size in the time variable t. (Also 
the inverse assumption 
(£u, u) ~ C h -2 (u, u), V u e S h 
is assumed (see Thom~e [15]). } This restriction, al- 
though not so severe as that for explicit integration 
formulae, like the simple Euler formula, however 
causes practical inconveniences. 
It is well known that the trapezoidal method is A- 
stable (see, for example, Dahlquist [26]). As noted 
above, this is not enough if k is to be chosen in- 
dependently of h. Then we need a method for which 
the corresponding rational approximation of exp 
(-~) is A-stable, i.e. tr(X) I~< 1 and satisfies a strong 
stability condition at infinity, 
l im i r (X) l=c<l ,  IXI -~ oo 
Such methods a~.e discussed in Axelsson [27]. If 
c = 0, which is valid for lower subdiagonal Pads 
approximations (most of which are actually also A- 
stable), they have been called stiffly (strongly) A- 
stable (see Axelsson [28] and Gear [16]). 
A method of Rosenbrock's type (see [29]) for which 
0 < c < 1 has been used in connection with para- 
bolic problems in Zl~mal [14], and such methods 
are discussed in some generality in Axelsson [28]. 
In Thom~e [15], error estimates with maximal order, 
independent of h, are proved to be valid for t i> t o > 0 
for methods for which c < 1 above. In Blair [22], such 
estimates are proved for the Euler backward (Laasoo- 
hen) method, [u h (t + k) - u h (t)]/k = £h Uh (t + k). 
It is easy to see that his method of proof is valid for 
more general sub-diagonal Pad~ approximations, as
well (cf. Miller [24]). For such methods of order v, 
we thus have error estimates 
I lu( t ) -Uh(t  ) l l~<0(h p)+0(kv) ,  t~t  0 >0 
where the two terms are independent of each other. 
In the numerical experiments performed in this paper, 
implicit Runge-Kutta methods of Radau type (see 
[28]) are used. This class of methods, besides being 
strongly A-stable, contains arbitrarily high orders of 
methods. The order of accuracy is as high as v = 2p-1, 
if the degree of the denominator in the rational ap- 
proximation r(X) is #. 
If the dimension in space n I> 2, their use raises an 
interesting question in connection with the numerical 
solution of the corresponding large systems of equa- 
tions with a sparse matrix. In [27], it is shown that 
an implicit Runge-Kutta method gives rise to a ma- 
trix which, according to the fundamental theorem of 
algebra, can be factorized into second-order real 
factors in A h, B h. 
In Nassif [30], a factorization i  complex factors is 
done. This complicates the calculations, ince complex 
arithmetic has to be introduced. Thus the factors of 
matrices have complex elements and are not Hermi- 
tian. This causes practical problems in the numerical 
solution of the corresponding system of linear alge- 
braic equations. If an iterative method (later called 
inner iterations) is preferred in order to save storage 
and, more often than not, even computer time (see, 
for example, Axelsson [31], [32]), then the handling 
of complex matrices is not straight-forward. 
Therefore, in this paper the approach presented in 
[27] is used for the solution of the second-order 
factors. In this method two first-order factors are 
given, the product of which is spectraUy equivalent 
to the second-order factor, with bounds independent 
of h, k. Thus an outer iteration procedure can be 
used. The numerical experiments showed that two, or 
at most three, outer iterations were enough to reach 
a relative accuracy of more than three decimal places. 
With the help of a smoothing process, even fewer iter- 
ations were needed, when integration in time had 
advanced far enough. In practice, this procedure often 
thus demands only four "inversions" of first-order 
factors. Because of the introduction of complex arith- 
metic, the complex factorization i  [30] corresponds 
roughly to eight "inversions" in computer time. 
Furthermore, that process demands twice as much 
storage. Thus, even if an iterative method is not used 
in the inner process, there are advantages with the 
outer iteration process. 
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There are, however, methods which do only lead to 
real first-order factors. They are of Rosenbrock's 
type and are used in Zl~nal [13] and discussed in 
[27]. Such methods are, however, of  lower order, 
are A-stable only for lower orders and are not 
strongly A-stable at infinity. Because of their lower 
orders, they need more time steps than the Radau 
quadrature methods for a comparable accuracy, if 
the denominator of the rational approximation has 
the same degree in both cases. This compensates for 
the (few) outer iterations in the latter method. In 
the method used by Zl~mal [13], the same matrix 
appears in all first-order factors and an LU-decom- 
position seems favourable. However, even then, 
since there exist iterative methods which need less 
computing time (and storage) than is needed to 
solve a linear system, even after the band-Cholesky 
LU-decomposition is done (see [32]), there is 
actually not much to gain, using such methods. This 
is, in particular, true for three-dimensional prob- 
lems. One advantage with methods leading only to 
real first-order factors is, however, that the solution 
of linear systems with (only) the mass matrix B h is 
avoided. But since this matrix has a small condition 
number, independent of h, iterative methods are 
fast. In a forthcoming paper a comparison between 
these methods will be made. 
We ought to mention that both of the above-ment- 
ioned factorization processes are applicable in con- 
nection with the Chebyshev rational method in Ca- 
vendish et al. [33] for higher dimensional problems. 
As already mentioned, in this paper only the third 
(mixed) boundary value problem is treated. Among 
the techniques proposed for the more difficult Di- 
richlet boundary value problems, we mention the 
optimal-order methods in Bramble and Nitsche [34], 
Baker [35] and Nitsche [36]. The condition number 
of the stiffness matrix is 0(h-2m) in both cases. In 
some of these papers it is supposed that S h C H2(~), 
however. From what is said above, it can be seen 
that such a smoothness i not valid initially, not 
even HI-smoothness i valid. We propose here a 
technique based on Courant's idea (see [37]), i. e. to 
solve the problem with boundary conditions of the 
third type au/av + ~,(u - g) = o, for some different 
(not too small) values of 3' and then extrapolate 
them to T -~ ~.  (Of course, an analysis of the error 
expansion in 1/T is needed.) This technique is ap- 
plied for the initial time steps until a predetermined 
time t o is reached. Then the extrapolated value is 
used as initial value for the following steps. Since, as 
observed above, higher order of accuracy is achiev- 
able with boundary conditions of the third type, we 
circumvent the inherent initial difficulties with the 
Dirichlet boundary conditions. After t = to, when 
enough smoothness i reached, we can thus apply 
the techniques in [34] or [35]. 
2. A SEMI-DISCRETE APPRO~TION 
Let ~ be a bounded region in R n, n t> 2, having the 
restricted cone property (see, for example, Agmon 
[38]). Let 0~ be a n-dimensional multi-index and 
[al = ~a i, a i t>. 0. Consider the mixed problem for 
a second-order differential equation 
au+o( t )£u(x , t )=f (x , t ) ,  t>0,  xe~,  
at 
n 
£u(x , t )=-~ a {ai(x) a u (x , t )}+/~u(x , t )  
i=1 ~x i ~ (2.1) 
where c o > o(t) t> 1 (a normalization), t t> 0, subject 
to the natural boundary conditions 
a_s_u (x, t) + 7u(x, t) =g (x, t), xea~2, t > 0 
av 
a n a (2.2) 
~v  =i~=1 ai vi ~x  i
where v = (v I . . . .  , Vn) is the exterior unit normal 
on Of Z, and subject o the initial condition 
u(x, 0) = u 0 (x), xe~.  
We assume 
~7~0,  ~+7>0 (2.3) 
which is part of sufficient conditions for existence 
of.a unique solution (see below). 
A variational formulation of this problem is 
(ut(.,t),v) +cr(t)a(u(.,t),v) = (f(-,t),v) +<g(. , t ) ,v>, 
t>0 
a(u(.,0),v) = a(u0,v), V- ve H I (~) (2.4) 
where HS(~2) is the Hilbert space, defined for s a pos- 
itive integer as the closure of C°°(~} with respect o 
the norm 
Ilvll s = (laZl~<sllD°~vll2)l/2, Ilvll=lMIo_-(v,v) 1/2 
(u,v)= fuvdx  and <u,v>= fuvds  
~2 a~2 
For other s ~> Owe define HS(~2) by interpolation 
(see, for example, Lions and Magenes [39]). We will 
also use the negative norm, defined by 
I(v, ¢1 s>0 suPoo Ilvll-s-- ~,eC (~) I1¢1I s
The bilinear form a t. , .) is defined by 
n 
a(u,v) = ~ a i au av dx+~(u ,v )+~/<u,v> 
i=1 ax i ax i 
u, ve HI(~).  We assume that the coefficients ai are 
bounded from above and below by positive numbers, 
x e ~,  1 1, . . . .  n, so that this form is continuous, 
i.e. 
[a(u,v)[~C[[U[[l[[V[[ 1 , ~¢v eH l (~)  (2.5) 
and HI-elliptic, 
a(v'v)~>pllvl l l  o , p>0,VveHl (~)  (2.67 
For simplicity, we also assume o, f, g smooth enough, 
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so that a particular solution of (2.1), (2.27 with 
initial function fi0 sufficiendy differentiable and 
satisfying 
aft 0 
av  + " / r0= l img (x,t) 
t - *0+ 
is itself smooth enough to comply with the follow- 
ing error estimates. We can thus confine our study 
to that of the homogeneous problem (2.1), (2.2) 
with f -= g = 0 (and with initial function u 0 -riO ~s 0, 
which, however for simplicity, we still denote by u07. 
It is well known that the eigenvalue problem 
£~= X~ in ~2 8~0 , ~---v +" /~=0 onaf2  
has positive, eigenvalues {Xj } j _  1 (in increasing 
order, and tending to infinity ~vith j) and that the 
solution u of the homogeneous problem may be re- 
presented in the form 
oo t 
u(x, t) = j=lZ ~.j exp [-Xj 0 y o(r) d rlej (x) 
, th ¢j = (u 0, where are the (orthonormal) 
eigenfuncfions. 
Following Bramble and Thom~e [9], we define Iii s 
as the space of functions in L2(~2), for which 
OO 
It follows from that paper (see atso Ladygenskaja et 
al. [40], Chapter III. 177 that for s a non-negative 
integer, ~s consists of the functions v in Hs(s2) 
which satisfy the homogeneous Dirichlet boundary 
conditions v = £v . . . . .  2[(s-1)/2] v = 0 on a~2, 
and that the norms [['[]'s and [['[[s are equivalent for 
this class of functions. That the same result is true 
for the mixed homogeneous boundary condition 
k, av 
t-~v +" /v )= 0, k= 1 ,2 , . . . ,  [ ] 
on a ~2 is obvious from the Green's identity, which 
implies that 
av _a~ (£v,~0) = (v,£ ~),  if ~v +- /v_g) -  +" /~= o on 
a~2 
Thus, in. particular, ILIS(~) and HS(~) are equivalent 
for s = 1, 2 over the space of functions v, satisfying 
av/av +"/v = 0 on a~.  Since HS(~2), l<s<2,  is 
defined by interpolation between H I (~ 7 and H2($27, 
it follows that this is true for all s, 1 ~< s~< 2, since 
av Ilvll's = [(£Sv' v)]l/2'~CveHS(~27' b-v +Tv=0 on 
a~2 
£ being a positive definite operator (see Lions and 
Magenes [39]). 
We now assume that 
Dt~ueLl(~) , - 'Ca ,  lal = 2, t -* o+ 
DaueLoo(~2) , - 'Ca, lal = 1 , t - *0+ (uniformly) 
and u 0 e H3/2(~2) 
These conditions can be expected to be valid in 
practice. It is of no use to assume higher-order 
smoo.thness, however, since with 
lim u(x , t )  =u 0(x ) ,xe  
t -*0+ 
and 
lira au (x, t) = -T u0 (x ) xe~2 
t -*0+ ~ 
we have in general 
au 0 lim au (x, t) =/= (x) x e B ~2 
t - *0+ b-b- ' 
Thus u(x,t) will satisfy the above given conditions 
for u 0, but for instance Ilu(-,t)l[2 will not be uni- 
formly bounded for t ~> 0. 
From 
0~<(11v'1'3/2). 2 = ~£v£1/2vdx  ~< 
II£VlILI(KZ) 11£1/2VllLoo(fZ) < oo 
(cf. the assumptions given above), it follows that 
Ilu(', t7113/2 is bounded uniformly for t> 0, how- 
ever, if u satisfies the'homogeneous natural bound- 
ary condition. 
From the above and from well-known properties of 
the parabolic solution operator (see, for example, 
Lions [39]), it follows then that there is a unique 
generalized solution u (-, t 7 e H 3/2 (g2), t/> 0 and 
(from the exponentially smoothing property), that 
u,u te l l  p +1(~2) fo r t t>t  0>0and for anyp. 
Further in [9] it is proved, using the eigenfunction 
expansion of u, that 
Ilu(.,t)llsl~<t-(Sl-S2)/211u(-,0)lls2 , t>0 
(2.7) 
For later use, we give the following Lemma (c£. 
Dupont [5], Whom~e [15]). 
Lemma 2.1 
Let 
@t' v) + a (t 7 a (~, v) = (X, v 7, ~¢ v e S C H 1 (~27 
where XeHI(~2) is a fixed function. 
Then 
d I1~112 + o(t)  a (~, ~o) ~ C IlXl121 
dt 
and 




To prove (2.87, let v _= ~. Then 
~<1 2 1 d 11~ll2+a(t)a@,~)~<llXll 111~111 gplbPll 1 + 
2 dt 
c II x 1121_ 
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and since o ( t )~ 1, (2.8) follows using the Hl-ellipt -
icity. The inequality (2.9) is proved in the same way, 
letting v = ~t" 
REMARK 
From (2.8) it follows that the solution u of (2.47 
(with f - g - 0) satisfies 
d Ilul12 +o( t )  a (u ,u )  d0  
& 
from which the inherent stability of the solution 
operator is clear. 
Consider now any finite-dimensional subspace SN 
of H 1 (~2), with basis functions {vi(x))N=I . We let 
N 
U(x, t) =.  X ci(t) v i (x) 
1=1 
be the semi-discrete Galerkin approximation of the 
homogeneous correspondence of (2.4), that is U is 
the solution of 
CUt (-, t), v) + o(t 7 a (U, v) = 0, t > 0, ~¢ v e S N 
a(UC-,0),v) _ a(u0,  v) , ~¢veS N (2.10) 
As for (2.4), this problem has a unique solution 
U(x, t.) with U and U t e S N, t > 0. 
To get an estimate of  the error u(x,t 7 - U(x, t), we 
follow the approach in, for example, Wheeler [7] 
and Dupont [5], and let w(x,t) be the elliptic pro- 
jection solution, on each time level, to u(x, t), i. e. 
let 
a (w( - , t ) -u ( - , t ) ,v )  =0,  t~0 (2.11) 
for all v e S N. 
We observe, that since the coefficients in a(u, v) 
are independent of t, we have then 
a(w t ( - , t ) -u  t ( . , t ) ,  v) =0,  t>0 (2.12) 
for all v e S N, i. e. w t is the elliptic projection solu- 
tion on each time level to u t (cf. [7], [5], and [2]7. 
3. ERROR ESTIMATES 
Let now 
n(x, t) = w(x, t) - u(x, t) 
_v(x, t 7 _ w (x, t) -U(x ,  t) 
Then 
u (x, t) - U (x, t) =_v (x, t) - n (x, t) (3.1) 
and from (2.4), (2.107, and (2.11) we get 
(vt,y) +o( t  7 a (,v,v) = (~/t,v) , qCveS N (3.2) 
To estimate the elliptic projection error ~/(and ~/t), 
we assume now that S N = S h depends on a single 
mesh parameter h > 0, and that the following approx- 
imation assumption is valid, 
1 • 
inf E hJllv-Xll. ~<chP+l l l v l lp+l  (3.3) 
XeS h j=0 3 
for all veHP+l(~2),  where p~ 1 (p = 1 corresponds 
to, for example, a piecewise linear approximation. 
in practice, p is an integer.) Then, as is well known, 
using Lemma 9 in Bramble et al. [41], it follows 
that 
k 
inf E h j ~< C hSllvlls (3.4) 
XeSh J=0 IIv-Xlt 
for all s such that p + 1 ~ s I> k, k = 0, 1, and for all 
v e HS(~2), where C = Cs, p. 
Furthermore, using a common technique (cf. Nitsche 
[42]), we can get an error estimate in the negative 
norm [[" [[_ I. Thus, let ¢ e C°°(~2) and let ~ be defin- 
ed by 
z~oCx)=~Cx) , xe~ 
a ~O/Sv+-/~k = 0,  xeafz  
Then from (2.11) and for any xeS  h, 
(n,~7 = a(~,~O) = a(~,~O-X). 
Thus, from (3.4) with s = r, where 
r=min  (3, p+ 1) 
we get, using a well known a priori estimate for the 
solution of elliptic differential equations, valid for 
enough regular boundaries, 
(~,~0)= inf a(~, ~-X)<~cI In l l  I inf I I~-xll  1 
xe S h xeS h 
~cD7111 h r-1 11~113 = cIInll I h r-1 II~ll 1 
for all ~eC°°(~2), i. e. 
IIr~ll 1 ~< c h r-1 1177111 
In the same way, since from (2.12) 
a(nt( . , t ) ,v  )=0 , -VveS h 
we have 
IIr/tll 1 ~< c h r-1 Ilr~t II1 (3.5) 
Furthermore, using the Hl-eUipticity and the bound- 
edness of a ( . ,  .), we get from (2.11) and (3.4), 
IIr/lll~< C inf llu-×ll I <~chS- l l lu l ls ,  
Xe S h 
p + l~>s~ 1 (3.67 
since a(~/, ~/) ~< a (u - X, u - X) for all X e S h, T/being 
the elliptic projection error. 
Using an "L2-1ifting", that is, using the same tech- 
nique as for the negative norm, we get as is well 
known, 
II*/ll ~ C h D?]I 1 ~< C h s Ilu II s (3.7) 
Again, corresponding bounds are valid for 77 t. We are 
going to derive error estimates for v, using (3.2). 
Lemma 3.1 
Let U, w, and v be defined by (2.10), (2.11), and 
(3.2) respectively. 
Then for e = 1/3(1 +67, 0<6 <~1/2, we have 
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t 
IIv(., t) II~<(fll •tll2.}l-e)dr) 112 
0 - 
<~ C ~ 5/4L1/3(2-6)(r--1) . . . .  1/3(2-6) 
8-~--i~- ~0 ~ nUo~13/2 (3.85 
where r = rain (3, p + 1), if O<t~ t 0 is small 
enough. 
PROOF 
From (3.2 5 and (2.9) we get after integration 
t 
a(v,v) ~f  IIT/tll 2 dr  
Using (2.6) Owe have 
t 2 
Ilvll~ ~<p-1/ l l~tl  1 dr 
0 
Thus, since from (2.75, 
1177 t II ~<C II u t II ~< C II u (-, t) II 2 ~<C t-1/411 u0113/2 
we get 
t) 11; ^ ~<C t1/211u0113/2 ~< 1 (3.9) IIv(-, 
ff 0 < t ~ t o is small enough. 
From (2.14), using a proof similar to that of (2.8) 
we get, since by (2.10), (2.11), v(x, 0) -_- 0, 
,Iv(., t)ll 2 +/o  (~ ' )a0  (~' v)dr ~< C i "r/t(', r)ll2~ 1-e)dr 
Here we have used Hblders inequality in 
[(r/t' v)[ ~< IIr/t l]_1 Ilvl] 1 ~ _~ pll~llq/q-1)+ C[ir/tllql 
where l~<q = 2(1-e5~<2 , if0~<e~< 1/2. 
From (3.95, Ilvll 1 ~ 1, so that thus 
'(r/t, v ) l ,  ~ 0 Ilvll~ + C II r/t 11_2~ l -e )  , 
if 0 ~e~ --~- 1 and 0<t~t  0 
2 
Using (3.5), (3.6), and (2.7) we have 
[I r/t [I-1 ~< C h r-1 IJ u t II 1 ~< C h r-1 t-3141[ Uo[[3/2 
so that, finally, using (2.65 we get 
3 
II v(-, t)ll 2 ~< C h 2(r-15(1-e)' t r ~ ( l -e ) ,  r . . . . .  2(l-e) 
t~ a ) ilUoik3/2 
from which (3.8) is clear. 
REMARK 
It is easily seen that it is not possible to get a higher 
order of conver ence usm _ ~< rq~s 2 g • g Ilr/tll l~.Ch - Ilutlls '
for any s > 1, ff p I> 2. If p = 1, i. e. r = 2, however, 
the highest possible order is 
3 8 > (r- l )  (2-~5, if 8 < 2 
4 2 
We will now prove that this initial phase error de- 
creases exponentially with t. Thus from (2.8), (3.25, 
and (2.6) we get, since Ilvll I >~llvJh 
d-d--dt tlP("i)l~+PilV("t)ll2 ~CIIntll-21 
i.e. 
(., t)ll 2 ~< IIz,(., to)II 2 exp [-p (t-t0) ] + II P 
t 
c  011 r/t (', IL l exp [-p (t- 
Using (3.4), (3.5), (3.6) as before and finally (2.7), 
we get 
IIv(-, t)ll~<llv(. ,t0)ll exp [ -~-  (t-t0) ] + 
2 C hr + P - l (  ; Ilut lip + lexp(_p(t_r)  dr)l~2<. 
t o 
IIv(., t0)Ilexp [- -~ (t-t0)] + C hr +P-Xt0-(P +/ ) /2  
Ilu°113/2 (3.10) 
From this and Lemma 3.1 follows now the main 
result. 
Theorem 1 
Let u and U be defined by (2.95, and (2.105, respect- 
ively, and let r = rain (3, p + 15. Then for t o small 
enough we have if t ~ to, 
Ilu(', t) -U( . ,  t)ll~<llu(-, t0)l} exp (- lp( t - t0)  ) + 
C t 0- (p + 1/25/2hr + P-ll[ u 0 [13/2 +Ch p + 111u (-, t)llp+ 1 
where I[v(. ,t0) l[ is bounded by the expression in 
Lemma 2.2. 
PROOF 
From (3.1), (3.105, and (3.7) this result is clear. 
REMARK 
We observe that if p ~ 2, then the elliptic projection 
error has an order of accuracy lower than the error, 
apart from the first, initial phase, term. If we are 
solving a non-homogeneous problem with a steady- 
state solution with 
lira II u (., t) lip > 0 
t-~oo + 1 
then the pure elliptic projection error is thus slightly 
dominating for t large enough and h small enough, 
which may be expected, since then we are close to 
the steady-state elliptic operator solution. 
Furthermore, according to the upper bound of the 
initial phase error, it is advisable not to use a higher- 
order finite element approximation other than quad- 
ratic during the initial time steps, in order to save 
storage and computer time. 
However, if the data u0, g, and f confirm with a 
smooth enough solution (which is not the case in 
practical problems), we can get a higher order of 
accuracy (cf. Dupont [5], Wheeler [7], Bramble and 
Thom~e [8], Zhlmal [131, [141. 
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Finally, let us prove a result similar to that of Blair 
[22] and Miller [24], but using energy estimates. 
We suppose now for simplicity that o (t) --- 1. 
At first we show that the derivative of Ilp(',t)ll is 
bounded, t/> 0. Thus from (3.2) we have 
1 iir/tll21 +Pllulll 2 d~__ 11~112 + a i~,, p) = (r/t, 1,)< 
and from (3.11) 
to C r-1 2 2 IIz'(',t0)ll<---~h [llu,~ll. +(Ytl[flll dt+ 
_ 112 '-' I 0 
~0 
t o 
1 y i1 fll2 ds)l/2] 
P0  
or  
Multiplying (3.2) by tv we get 
1 d (tllv[I 2) +ta(v ,  v) = t(r/t,v ) + -a / -  
1 i1~,112 +ipllr/tll21 +pt Ilvll~ lllvll2 <2-  - 2 
or after simplification and integration 
tO 
toIIv (-, to)l12+ J" t a (v, v) at < ~l~ll2dt + 
0 0 
t 2 ' 
1__ I t  Ilr/tll . dt 
P 0 -~ 
Since yi0) -= 0, and d ([Ivll2)/dt is bounded, we may 
choose to small enough (d(l[ vii 2)/dr > 0, 0 < t < to) 
such that to 
t o II~'(-, t 0) II 2 -  f ll~'ll2dt >i C t o II ~'(', t0) II 2 
0 
Thus, for such a t 0, using (3.5), we get 
to 
t0llP (.,t0)l[ 2 +Cf t  a (v, v) dt ~< 
0 
to 2 to Cg tllr/tll l d t  <Ch2(r -1)  $ tllutll ~ dt (3.11) 
- 0 
To get a bound for this integral, we multiply (2.4) 
by tu t. Thus 
1 d (t a (u, u)) ~<1 a (u, u) + tllut 112+ ~ 
2[llfll 2 + Ilutl121 
or  
t 2 
ds-[ lutH2ds+ t a (u ,u ) , ia (u ,u )ds  +ds[  f l  ds 
From (2.4) we also get [cf. (2.8)] 
d ii~xll 2 + a (u, u) < 1 ilfll21 
at  - 
Or 
t t 
I1 ull 2 + f a (u, u)ds ~< Ilu 0 II 2 + 1__ f [[ f[[21 ds 
0 P 0 - 
Thus, finally, we have 
t 1 t 2 t 
f s Ilut ll2ds <l lu0 H2 + PO---f Ilfll 1 ds + f s 11 fll2ds 
0 " 0 
where the order of h is bigger than in (3.87, but 
where the estimate is not useful for all t ~ 0. 
4. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS 
As a test problem, the following model problem was 
used. 
au +o( t )Au=0,  (o ( t )= l ) ,  xe~2 
at 
au 
+¢u=g,  (~=1) ,  xeas2 
u (X, 0) = u 0, 
being~ a roof-like function, where A_- a2/ax 2 + U 0 
a2/ax; ,  ~2 is the unit square 0<x i< 1, i = 1,2 and 
g is a sufficiently smooth function. 
With the common piecewise bilinear basis functions 
{vi), 
B h = [(vi, vj)], A h [a (v i, vj) + @ <vi, vj >] ,  
c i t) = [ci(t)] 
we get the Galerkin approximation 
N 
U (x, t) =. ~ c i (t) v i (x) 
1=1 
as the solution of the system of ordinary differential 
equations 
m~a 
de + o(t) A h c(t) = f Bh 
ci(O) = u 0 (x i) 
where £ comes from g. 
The solution of this system was approximated over 
each time-step [t, t + k], using the third-order Ra- 
dau quadrature method, which is strongly A-stable, 
in fact independently of o(t) >~ o 0 > 0 (see Axelsson 
[27]). The resulting system of linear algebraic equa- 
tions is 
ChY(t + k) = ~0it), 
where y(t) is the resulting approximation of c it), 
C h = B h +?(501 + 3o 2) A h + ~- k2Ol O2AhBhlAh 
~o(t) = iBh- ~--kOl Ah)y i t )+4k•( t  + ~-k) + 
¼k(Bh+2kOlAh)  Bh I ~'( t +k)  
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ando 1_ -o ( t+1/3k) ,o  2=o( t+k) .  
This system was solved using an touter) iterative 
method, 
-- .  , - , (1 )  y(1 + 17 = (1) = 7 (l/_,l (% Y 
1=0,  1, . . .  
where the initial approximation is ¢(0) = y(t), or 
some extrapolated value (cf. the following), and 
h = (B h + Ah ) (Bh + Ah) 
~/= k max ( %7°102/6 ' (5al + 3 e2)/24 ). 
It is shown in [27], that 
6<(C 'hy ,  y ) / (Chy 'y )  ~1 , q~y 
where 6 = rain (61, 62), 61 = (5 e I + 3o2) /  
(24 k-l"y), 6 2 = 01 e 2 / (6 k-2~/2). If 01 = 02 , 
then 6 = ~/6/3. Thus C'h and C h are spectrally 
equivalent with bounds independent of h and k, 
and convergence will occur with a rate that is 
bounded above by a constant, independent of h and 
k. Using the above bounds, the optimal value of a 
fixed parameter r is 2/(1 + 6). If e I = 02 _,_ 1, then 
this value is 1.10. Thus we will gain at least a new 
decimal in each iteration. The experiments showed 
that a slightly smaller value (r = 1.025) gave the 
fastest convergence, however, and that the converg- 
ence is fairly insensitive to the choice of r. Since 
the convergence with this r was already rapid 
enough, no use was made of a Chebyshev or con- 
jugate gradient acceleration procedure in these outer 
iteration steps. In fact, three decimal places were 
reached already after two, or at most three, itera- 
tions (cf. Table 1). 
Since the solution to a parabolic problem already 
after a short initial phase is very smooth, an extra- 
polation procedure can be applied when that phase 
is passed. In fact, the difference between the solu- 
tion at time t and the steady-state solution (t=~o) 
decays exponentially (pointwise) and the term in 
the eigenvector expansion, corresponding to the 
smallest eigenvalue X, soon dominates this differ- 
ence. Thus the simple extrapolation 
y(t +k,x)  -y ( t ,x )  = 
[y(tx) - y ( t -k ,  x)]2/[y(t-k,  x ) -y  (t-  2k, x)] 
can be applied after some initial time steps are per- 
formed, to reach a good initial approximation. The 
number of necessary iterations is then further de- 
creased. This extrapolation procedure has the order 
0 (k3) and is exact for an exponential function. The 
simpler extrapolation procedure 
y ( t+ k) = 2y(t) - y ( t -k )  
is only of second order and is not exact for an ex- 
ponential function. The number of outer iterations 
were slightly larger when this latter extrapolation 
method was used. 
The experiments hus showed that the outer itera- 
tion process, which has to be used unless C is factor- 
ized into two complex factors, was very fast (cf. the 
Introduction). Further, since it is an easily programm- 
able procedure, its use is recommended in connection 
with second-order matrix factors (cf., for example, 
[2)]. 
If a fifth-order Radau quadrature method is used, 
an additional first-order factor (which does not need 
an outer iteration procedure) arises. If a seventh- 
order method is used, two second-order factors arise, 
each of which needs this procedure (cf. Axelsson 
[27]), etc. 
To solve the system of equations with matrix 
B h + ~/A h and B h, it is possible to apply an inner 
iterative procedure, in order to gain in and simplify 
the storage of the matrices B h and A h. A precon- 
ditioning SSOR matrix technique combined with an 
acceleration procedure, preferably a conjugate 
gradient procedure, can in fact be faster than a 
Cholesky factorization, even if the same matrix ap- 
pears at all time-steps (see, for example, Axelsson 
[31] and [32]. 
Experiments showed that in order not to increase 
the number of outer iterations too much, the accur- 
acy in the inner iteration step has to be small enough 
and related to the accuracy demanded in the outer 
step. It was found that a relative accuracy of 
e I ~ h2 x 10-3 was appropriate. In fact, it is possible 
to relate the role of e I > 0 to a perturbation of the 
iteration matrix, leading to an "equivalent" matrix 
with slightly complex eigenvalues, the effect of 
which is dealt with in Axelsson [43]. 
The truncation errors behaved more smoothly than 
predicted. In Tables 2a, b are shown the errors at 
two points, one inside f~ (and on the line discon- 
tinuity of (Uo) x and one on the boundary, ~ ~2. By 
taking differences between the approximations for 
different h and k, it is possible to get pointwise rror 
estimates of the form 0(h 2 + k3). For very small 
values of t, 0 < t ~ to, these errors were uniformly 
bounded, and it was even then possible to estimate 
the error roughly, which seemed more to be of the 
order h 2 than the lower error predicted by the estim- 
ate in (3.8). 
The errors arising from the discretization i time 
behaved of course more erratically for very small t, 
since in the initial phase even eigenexpansion terms, 
corresponding to large eigenvalues, are contributing 
to the solution. As soon as the initial phase is passed, 
however, it is possible to estimate the error 0 (k3). 
This is a well-known property among A-stable 
formulae. The results confirmed also that for t large 
enough the elliptic projection error is dominating. 
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TABLE 1 
Outer residuals R(i). 
R(i)_-- (r(i), r( i ) /(1, 11, r ( i )= ChY'( i ) -~ 








0.32 x 10 -2  
0.14 x 10 -3  
0.66 x 10 -5 
0.1250 
0.73 x 10 -1 
0.89 x 10 -3 
0.52 x 10-4 
0.23 x 10 -5 
0.2500 
0.47 x 10 -1 
0.18 x 10 -3 
0.27 x 10 -4 
0.62 x 10 -6 
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TABLE 2a 
Differences between approximations (x 106), calculated for adjacent parameter values 

















































h = 1/4 h = 1/8 h = 1/16 
-39297 -7995 
-17160 






4561 11618 9224 2331 












1/8 676 158 
8/16 1/16 - 120 696 - 100 162 - 96 
1/32 - 9 695 - 10 163 -9  
1/8 527 120 
1/16 - 25 527 - 25 119 - 26 
1/32 - 4 528 - 3 
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1851 





-5104 1464 -3788 356 




-11  -12  
1166 





406 953 252 227 










50961 11414 41858 3268 





25283 11455 20900 2935 19243 
3219 10094 1858 2706 1629 
403 9980 289 2684 267 
TABLE 2b 
Differences between approximations (x 106), calculated for adjacent parameter values 
x I = 1, x 2 = 1/2 
t k h= 1/4 h= 1/8 h= 1/16 
I 
1/128 1/128 46395 8622 
1/64 23516 2233 
2/128 -3502 -11812 - 11042 
1/128 15206 3003 
3/128 1/128 2525 546 
1/32 -391 -2191 
4 /128 .  1/64 - 11136 -4759 -15504 -677 -13990 
1/128 -870 -3536 353 -831 199 
5/128 1/128 - 5724 - 1418 
1/64 - 6061 - 1617 
6/128 -620 -485 -422  
1/128 -5926 -1554 































-9863 - 3482 
-30188 -5445 -25770 -1292 -23580 
-2249 -4271 -1075 -1249 -1032 
-364 -4168 -261 -1230 -242  
-7299 -2319 
-51693 1356 -43036 220 -40487 
37 593 -726 63 -883 
795 201 
-76 -113 -135  
758 179 
1732 430 
4535 529 3332 131 3033 
-33  530 -32  131 -32  
338 84 
-19  -19  -20  
338 83 
48 13 
-551 190 -409 48 -374 
-13  190 -13  47 -14  
81 20 
- I0 -10 -10 
81 20 
17 4 
-18  2 -33  0 -37  
-9  2 -9  0 -9  
1/8 - 127 - 34 
1 1/16 - 20 - 128 - 21 - 33 - 20 
1/32 -3  127 - 2 
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